
Transform your video library into intelligent, Agile Media.
CUBE 365 is a new way to leverage the most potent medium of communication: video. Unlike 

conventional video editing tools, CUBE365 offers instant visibility and insights deep into your 

video content—and library. Every word in every video is indexed and ready to search, and 

artificial intelligence is applied to find compelling passages within long-form video. Built-in team 

collaboration features add ‘wisdom of the crowd’ to CUBE365's intelligent video technology.

Easily find ‘snackable’ 
clips within your 

videos — and search for 
existing clips across 

your entire video 
library.

Create compelling clips  
by highlighting a passage 

on a transcript — no 
expensive, complicated 

video editing tools 
required.

Automatically-generated 
ClipPages (a webpage for 
each clip) and ClipFiles (in 
MP4 format) are ready to 

share with a click of a 
button.

ShareSearch Clip

Importing your YouTube® videos into CUBE365 is quick and easy. 
Same for adding collaborators—at no additional cost—to help 

transform your video content into 
Agile Media.

Importing your YouTube® videos into CUBE365 is quick and easy. 
Same for adding collaborators—at no additional cost—to help 

transform your video content into 
Agile Media.
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Discover the hidden value of your videos by making them easy to:



Full transcripts of videos, auto-generated in minutes 
and synced to a fraction of a second to your video

Automated, synchronized video transcripts

Simply highlight a passage in the synchronized text 
to create a ‘snackable’ clip of a full-length video

Simple, transcript-based Clip Creation

Cloud-based, automated creation and storage of 
MP4s for every clip

Auto-generated ClipFile (MP4s)

Automated ‘Hints

Automated suggestions on the most compelling 
segments of the full video

Instantly generates a custom-branded, public web 
page for every clip created

Auto-generated, branded ClipPage™

One-Click Sharing automatically copies clip title, tags, 
etc--and downloads the MP4 clip file

Simple sharing on any social network

Translate clips (of any duration) from HQ (human-
generated) transcripts into over 100 languages

Auto-translation of Clips to virtually any language

Human-generated (98+% accurate) automatically 
ordered and integrated--typically within a day

One-click upgrade to near-perfect transcripts
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Check out AWS Marketplace to learn more about CUBE365 Agile Video.

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search
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